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and droughts and their effects on Hohokam canal systems and irrigation agriculture play a prominent role inmany
cultural-historical
interpretations of theHohokam
trajectory in the lower Salt River valley (modern-day Phoenix, Arizona
metropolitan area). Catastrophic floods and associated geomorphic stream channel changes may have contributed to set
Floods

of the lower Salt River valley ca. A.D. 1450 or later. In
is used to infer changes inprehistoric population growth
rates from ca. A.D. 775 through 1450 in themost thoroughly documented canal system in the Salt River valley. Changes
in
growth rates are compared to the retrodictions of annual streamflow discharge volumes derived from tree-ring records. Con
tlement and population changes and the substantial depopulation
this study, archaeological
data on Hohokam domestic architecture

trary to expectations, population growth rates increased as thefrequency, magnitude, and duration of inferredflooding,
drought, and variability increased. These results challenge existing assumptions regarding the relationship among floods
and droughts, conditions for irrigation agriculture, and population change in the lower Salt River valley.

inundaciones y las sequias, asi como sus efectos en los sistemas de canales Hohokam y en la agricultura de riego figu
importante en muchas de las interpretaciones culturales historicas sobre la trayectoria de la cultura Hohokam,
en la cuenca inferiordel Rio Salado (Phoenix, Arizona, EE. UU). Las inundaciones catastroficas y los cambios geomorfologicos

Las

ran de manera

asociados con los cauces del rio pueden haber contribuido a los cambios en el patron de asentamientos a traves del tiempo y
a la despoblacion
(ca. 1450 d.C. o de spues). En este e studio, se deducen cambios en
significativa de la cuenca mencionada
sobre la arquitectura habitacional
las tasas de crecimiento de la poblacion prehistorica por medio de datos arqueologicos
Hohokam, desde 775 d.C. hasta 1450 d.C, asociados con el sistema de canales de riego mas minuciosamente documentado
en la cuenca del Rio Salado.
anuales

del caudal derivadas

Se comparan los cambios demogrdficos con las estimaciones retrospectivas de los volumenes
del registro de anillos de crecimiento de los drboles. Contrariamente a lo que se esperaba, la

tasa de crecimiento demogrdfico aumento al igual que la frecuencia, la magnitud, la duracion y la variabilidad de las inun
y las sequias deducidas. Estos resultados cuestionan las suposiciones actuates acerca de la relacion entre las inun
daciones y las sequias, las condiciones para agricultura de riego y los cambios demogrdficos en la cuenca inferior del Rio
daciones
Salado.

The

events have played a prominent role inmany
cultural-historical interpretationsof theHohokam
trajectoryin the lowerSalt River valley and beyond.
Graybill et al. (2006) and Nials et al. (1989) argue
that high magnitude annual discharges (inferred
than twenty-five years of development-related
floods) and pronounced variability may have
most
is
the
2
Canal
thoroughly resulted inchanges in riverchannel position and/or
System
archaeology,
documented settlement area and canal system in morphology that created unfavorable conditions
forHohokam irrigationagriculture. They further
the lower Salt River valley (metropolitanPhoenix,
in
I
infer
and
decline
Arizona).
hypothesized thatcatastrophic floods and associ
population growth
ated geomorphic channel changes contributed to
Canal System 2 based on excavated domestic archi
purpose of this study is to examine the
relationship between variation inSalt River
streamflowdischarge volume andHohokam
population growth and decline inCanal System 2
between A.D. 775 and 1450. As a result ofmore

settlement and population changes and the sub
stantial depopulation of the lower Salt River val
ley afterA.D. 1400.

tecture. Since Graybill (1989) retrodictedprehis
toric annual streamflowdischarge volumes of the
lower Salt River

from tree-ring
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canal systems in the lower Salt River valley (Phoenix, Arizona)
Figure 1.Major
including sites/project locations within
Canal System 2 used in this analysis (adapted from Howard
and Huckleberry
1991: Figure 1.1 and Turney 1929)

Based on the inferred relationship between
streamflowevents andHohokam irrigationsystems
developed byGraybill et al. (2006) andNials et al.
(1989), I expected thatas thefrequency,magnitude,

and duration of high magnitude discharges and
variability increased, population growth rates
would

decrease.

Likewise,

based

on

common

assumptions regarding the negative effects of
drought on irrigationagriculture, I expected thatas

thefrequency,
magnitude, and duration of low-flow
rates would
population
growth
a result of the evidence
considered
in

increased,

years
decrease.

As

this study,and contrary to thesewidely accepted
expectations, I findjust theopposite seems tooccur.
Population growth rates generally increased as the
frequency,

magnitude,

and

duration

of

inferred

flooding, drought, and variability increased. These
results

pose

a

variety

of new

questions

regarding

the role of streamflowdischarge volume and vari
ability in theprehistoricpopulation dynamics of the
lower Salt River valley Hohokam.

1450 (Howard 1993). This study considers the
influenceof streamflowon population in thenorth
west portion of the lower Salt River valley. The
primary canal system in this portion of the Salt
River system is referredto as Canal System 2 (Tur
ney 1929). This canal system includes an inte
grated

set of canals

Setting and Background

The agriculturalists of the lower Salt River valley
of centralArizona developed large, integrated irri

gation systems with multiple canals, some in
excess of 24 km in length,from aboutA.D. 600 to

sharing

a common

through time (Howard 1993). The lower Salt
River/middle Gila River basin was one of theper
sistentcore areas ofHohokam society. In addition
to irrigationagriculture, characteristicHohokam
culturalmanifestations includemonumental archi
tecture (ball courts, platform mounds, and big

houses),

marine

practices,
and

shell

cremation

circulation,

sedentary

red-on-buff

ornament
and

production

inhumation

village-based

and

mortuary

communities,

ceramics.1

A number of inferences,based primarilyon his
toric analogs,

Research

and villages

headgate location west of thePapago Buttes near
the site of Pueblo Grande (Figure 1).These canals
and sites represent a dynamic, changing system

connect

streamflow

events

and pat

ternstoHohokam population change. In thissection,
I presentamodel of therelationshipbetween stream
flow events, changes in streamchannel location and

morphology, canal functioning,conditions for irri
gation agriculture, and population change. This
model was developed as a part of theanalysis of the
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1982-1984 excavations at a site called Las Colinas
in Canal

System

2. From

tree-ring

records,

Gray

bill (1989) retrodictedannual streamflowdischarge
volumes of the Salt River during theHohokam
period. These retrodictions are used to infer the
effects of streamflow discharge variation on

Hohokam irrigationsystems.The data, interpreta
tions, and model are developed in five chapters in

theLas Colinas report (Graybill andGregory 1989;
Graybill and Nials 1989; Graybill 1989; Nials and
Gregory 1989,Nials et al. 1989). The model is pri
marily applied inNials et al. (1989). Recently,Gray
bill et al. (2006) updated and extended theiroriginal
analysis by expanding the number of retrodicted
streamflowdischarge years and includingthenearby
Gila River in theiranalysis. I employ and examine
their inferences in this study because theirmodel
has been widely adopted and constitutes the pre
vailing view amongmany Hohokam researchersof
therelationshipbetween streamflow,irrigationagri
culture, and settlementand population change. At
model
theconclusion of thissection, I evaluate their
based on recent data on alluvial stratigraphic

sequences of the nearby Gila River (Waters and
Ravesloot 2000, 2001) and note some alternative
interpretationsof the impact of streamflowvaria
tion on conditions for irrigation agriculture and

Hohokam population change.
Linking Streamflow and
Population Growth Rates
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induce major

changes

in stream

channel

posi

tion and/or morphology. They also argue that
changes in channel position and/ormorphology
negatively impactgravity-fedirrigationsystemsby
changing the location and/or height of thewater
within thechannel relative to intakes and diversion
structures,headgates, and canals. Graybill et al.

(2006:82) define four types of annual discharge
events and patterns thatare potentially significant
for inducing major changes in channel position
and/ormorphology. These include
may have
(1) extremelyhigh annual flows that
included "catastrophic" flood events, (2)
closely
annual

clusters

spaced
flows,

(3)

of high-magnitude
flows or clus

larger annual

tersof thempreceded by prolonged periods of
drought inheadwater areas, and (4) prolonged
periods of pronounced variability [Graybillet
al. 2006:82].

Graybill et al. (2006) andNials et al. (1989) fur
ther argue that flooding likely damaged and/or
and agricultural land
destroyed canal infrastructure
or
to
erosion
the
due
deposition of impermeable
silts.Low magnitude annual discharges (inferred
drought ifprolonged) reduced water availability to

irrigatedfields andmay have increased thepoten
tial for stream channel change during subsequent
highmagnitude events. Periods of high variability
are associated with greater variability in channel
morphology. These inferences are based on "the

known physical characteristicsofHohokam canals,
Streamflow,Channel Location and Morphology,
and Canal Functioning. Using tree-ringrecords, on analogies with early historic canal systems,and
on geologic principles" (Nials et al. 1989:59) as
variation inannual discharge of the lowerSalt River
has been retrodicted by Graybill (1989) and well as on studies of floods and thechannel dynam
extended by Graybill et al. (2006) for the interval ics of arid-land rivers (Graybill et al. 2006; Gray
bill and Nials 1989).
between A.D. 572 and 1988. Streamflow is retro
Canal Functioning and Conditions for Irriga
dicted inmillion acre-feet per year and is reported
acre
tion
to
One
October
for water
Agriculture. The effectof floods, drought, and
years,
September.
streamchannelmigration on earlyAnglo and Pima
foot of water is approximately 326,000 gallons,
(Akimel O'odham)
irrigation form the basis for
enough water to cover a football field one-foot
on the effects of streamflow on
com
inferences
is
water.
streamflow
River
Salt
in
Lower
deep
and Gregory
prised of discharge from theSalt River,Verde River, Hohokam irrigation systems (Nials
vari
River
streamflow
et
Salt
Nials
al.
and Tonto Creek tributaries.Precipitation patterns
1989;
1989).
on
to
an
1800s
enormous
late
had
ation
are bimodal with peak moisture occurring during
impact
to
the
Piman
and
1900s
to
summer.
construction
dam
Prior
and
the winter
irrigationprior
Anglo
early
construction of a number of dams on themajor
in theearly twentiethcentury,theSalt River flowed
centralArizona rivers (Ackerly 1989:46-61). Mul
perennially.
et
al.
Nials
and
et
al.
(1989)
tiplehistoric documents indicate thathistoric flood
(2006)
Graybill
events
and
streamflow
that
ingdamaged canals and irrigatedfields and caused
patterns
argue

specific
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canal abandonment (Ackerly 1989,Ackerly 1991;
Nials andGregory 1989; Zarbin 1980). The Akimel
O'odham, along the nearby Gila River during the
late nineteenth

century,

as a consequence

malnutrition

experienced

of repeated

crop

failures

caused

by flood-induced channel widening and the result
ing reduced flow and difficultyof gettingwater

into the canals (Waters and Ravesloot 2001:292).
Historic Anglo farmers also experienced water
shortages and these shortages led to disputes over
water rightsand usage as well as talk about unify

ing existing irrigation systems for efficiency and
conservation (Zarbin 1997).Masse (1981:413) con
cluded thatfull as well as partial use of a few of the
prehistoric irrigationsystems along the lower Salt
River, especially during the summer, could have
With respect to changes in
totallydrained the river.
channelmorphology, Graf (1983:125) finds "Over
the record period ofmore thana century,thechan

nel appears not to have been in equilibrium con
sidering geometry,discharge, and sediment."Graf
(1983) documented up to 1.6 km of lateralmigra

Although Graybill et al. (2006) and Nials et al.
(1989) do not specifywhy lower Salt River valley
would leave theirlandswhen floods dam
irrigators
aged the canal system,presumably theywould be
seeking

access

to wild

resources

and/or

undam

aged irrigablefields to startcanal irrigationagain.
They might have also sought todraw on social rela
tionships and indebted individuals in other loca
tions as a buffering strategy. Perhaps most
significantly,streamflowevents and associated geo

morphic changes in the stream channel, because
theymay have rendered the canal systems inoper
able and unrecoverable, have been argued tobe the
primary causal factor in the depopulation of the
lower Salt River valley ca. A.D. 1400 (Graybill et
al. 2006; Nials et al. 1989).
and Population
Conditions
Agricultural
Change. Streamflow events and patterns are linked
to population change by assuming that success in
food provisioning affectshuman behavior (immi
gration and emigration), fertility,and mortality.
High growth rates may indicate immigration,

tion of themain channel of the Salt River due to
and/ordecliningmortality.Con
increasingfertility,
or
low
flooding.
versely,
negative growth ratesmay indicate
Streamflow Events and Population Change.
emigration, decreasing fertility,and/or increasing
Population change has been linked to streamflow mortality. Hohokam population and associated
conditions in the lower Salt River valley. Nials et growth rates in the lower Salt River valley are noto
al. (1989:66) hypothesize thatpopulation declines
riously difficulttodetermine due to the long occu
during theColonial period (ca.A.D. 775-975) were
pational histories of many villages, historic
the resultof poor conditions for irrigationagricul
disturbances of archaeological remains, idiosyn
ture caused by destructive streamflow events and
cratic selections of sites excavated in thedeveloped
urban area ofmetropolitan Phoenix, and poor dat
patterns during theA.D. 798-899 interval.Gre
gory (1991:187) also considers thepossibility that ing due to a lack of refinementof ceramic types
floods during the Colonial period may explain
and sequence2 and the lack of tree species in the
Hohokam settlement in previously unoccupied
desert amenable to dendrochronological dating.
areas,

some

into marginal

expansion

and

areas,

the

presence of Hohokam populations outside of the
Hohokam

area

in some

and,

cases,

non

within

Hohokam settlements.Masse (1991:217) argues
thatas a resultof thepresumed disastrous flooding
ofA.D. 899,

gation

on

and hamlets

villages

the terminus

networks

community

may

of

have

for a substantial

completely

abandoned

of time due

to the absence

of potable

irri
been

period
and agri

culturalwater,with thedisplaced populations
new

establishing
to ak-chin
able

settlements
and

[Masse 1991:217].

in areas

dry-farming

favor

techniques

The relationshipbetween fertilityandmortality
is affectedby complex interactionsof a variety of
factors and population growth cannot be taken for
granted.Cowgill, in an examination of population
changes using worldwide regional level popula
tion data, writes:

decisions and behavior affectinggrowth rates
and other demographic
in the context
logical,

social

variables

of multiple
and

for large or small

economic,

ideological
families,

occur

always

techno

factors. Wishes

large

or small

com

munities, and high or low regionalpopulation
densities
siderations

are only a part of the
complex
that enter into behavior

of con
affecting

demography. Subtle and fairlyminor shiftsin
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these complexly
factors can lead
inter-related
to relatively minor changes
in fertility or mor
in turn have large effects on pre
tality which

industrialgrowth rates [Cowgill 1975:513].
furtherconcludes that "sedentary food
producing populations themselves experience

Cowgill

many very significantchanges in theirgrowth rates,
and thatperiods of extremely slow or negligible
growth,or even population decline, are interspersed
with surges of relatively rapid growth" (1975:511).

Alternative Interpretations of the
Influence of Streamflow Variation
Not all researchers agree on the impact or impor
tance of streamflowvariation on conditions for irri
gation agriculture and the cultural-historical
trajectory of theHohokam. Alternatives to the
model developed byGraybill et al. (2006) andNials
et al. (1989) are presented below.
The

stratigraphic evidence documented by
and Ravesloot
(2000; 2001) provides
landscape-level context for the retrodictions of
annual streamflowdischarge volume developed by
Graybill (1989) and Graybill et al. (2006). Waters
and Ravesloot (2000, 2001) document a major
period of channel cutting and widening along the

Waters

nearby Gila River and regionally sometime
between A.D. 1020 and 1160 based on alluvial
stratigraphicevidence. Recent investigationsof the
soil-stratigraphicrecord near theconfluence of the
Gila, Salt, and Agua Fria Rivers suggests that the
lower Salt and middle Gila Rivers have very sim
ilar,ifnot identical,alluvial histories and landscape
evolution sequences (Onken et al. 2004). The Salt
River is a major tributaryof theGila and thebase
level of theGila River would control thebase-level
of theSaltRiver.Waters andRavesloot (2001) argue
thatthisperiod of channel cuttingwould have been
devastating toHohokam irrigation systems and
food production capabilities because of the diffi
culty of divertingwater from a wide, porous chan
nel. Historic channel cutting resulted in a wide

channel and a braided streambed with themain
flow channel shiftingover the streambedwith each
large flow (Waters and Ravesloot 2001). Unlike
periodic flooding, this channel downcutting and
widening along theGila River was a catastrophic
event, unprecedented in thegeologic record going

back 15,000 years (Waters and Ravesloot 2003).
Waters and Ravesloot (2001:296) argue that this

ANTIQUITY
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landscape-level
episode of channel erosion
to
to social, political,
have
contributed
"appears
economic, and demographic changes seen in the
Hohokam culture area between ca. A.D. 1050 to
1150 by accelerating cultural changes thatwere
already

underway."

Waters and Ravesloot (2000, 2001) document
only two periods of channel cutting and widening
along theGila River: one between A.D. 1020 and

1160 and another in the latenineteenthcentury.This
presents the possibility that the disruptive influ
ence

of streamflow

events

and

patterns

on

stream

channel position and/ormorphology andHohokam
irrigation systems may be less frequent than
hypothesized byGraybill et al. (2006) and Nials et

al. (1989). Furthermore, historic analogs of the
effectsof floods and drought on Anglo and Piman
farmersduring the early historic period may only
provide evidence of the influence of these events
during a degrading streamchannel regime (Waters

and Ravesloot 2001). Lacking historic analogs for
irrigationagriculture along the Salt River during
an aggrading stream channel regimemay limitour
understanding of the effectsof floods and drought
on Hohokam irrigationsystems.
Streamflow variability, channel change, and
associated impacts on irrigation agriculturemay

have simply been part of the "normal" variability
Hohokam agriculturalists adapted to and worked
with

from year

tion.Dean
and

low

to year

and

generation

to genera

(1988) has proposed a model of high

frequency

environmental

processes

and

theireffects on human behavior. He defines high
frequency processes (such as annual streamflow
variation) as those with periodicities less than a
single

human

generation

(ca.

25

years).

Human

populations, Dean (1988) argues, adapt tohigh fre
quency process fluctuations and these processes
are of little long-range adaptive significance. Sim
a
ilarly,Fish (1989:44) states that"maintenance of
at
for
least
stable
1,000
trajectory
comparatively
years argues for a systemwhich anticipated and
could absorb large amounts of climatic variability
through customary and effective patterns of

response." Ackerly (1989), using the Graybill
(1989) streamflow retrodictions combined with
monthly historic flow records and accounts from
earlyAnglo farmers,estimates thatcanal headgates
could have been damaged as often as every 1.6
reports that about
years. Russell (1975:66-67)

REPORTS

everyfifthyear thenearbyGila River failed inmid
winter, and floods sometimes destroyed canals and
washed away crops.Despite thesedifficulties,there
are no reportsof famine among thePima by any of
the early historic accounts (Ezell 1961:33). Fur
thermore,

the use-life

of Hohokam

main

canals

has

been estimated to be between 50 and 100 years
(Howard 1990). These frequencies do not seem to
indicate thatcanal repairwas a rare or particularly
event.

disruptive

Declines

from

in agricultural productivity resulting

streamflow

events may

have

been

temporar

ily disruptive but mitigated by alternative food
sources and trade. Irrigationagriculture,practiced

by thePima (Akimel O'odham) along the nearby
Gila River, was documented in the late 1600s by
theSpanish missionary, FatherKino (Russell 1975).

state thatbefore

Castetter and Bell (1942:56-57)
"white contact radicallydisturbed theeconomic pat
tern, the Pima

cultivated

crop

in average

years

com

prised about 50-60 percent of the totalfood supply,
wild plants and animals constituting the remain
der." Native

wild

plants,

such

as agave,

were

also

cultivated in theCanal System 2 vicinity (Gasser
andKwiatkowski 1991) andmay have served tooff
set losses in productivity from the impairmentof
canal irrigation.Farmers near the Salt River also

141

tend tooccur, however, during years of high annual
discharges (Smith 1981 as cited inSmith and Stock
ton 1981). Flood magnitude is also not linearly

related to annual discharge magnitude (Graybill et
al. 2006). Ackerly (1989:61-83), however, did find
significantrelationshipsbetween themagnitude of
peak discharge events and total annual discharge
estimates using historicgauged streamflowrecords.

Yet, these relationships existed only with above
average discharge years.During below-average dis
charge years,Ackerly (1989:61-83) foundevidence
suggesting thatthemagnitude of peak flood events
cannot be predicted. This presents the possibility

thatduring below-average discharge years, prehis
toricfarmerswere challenged not only by drought
but also by canal damaging floods that are not
detected by the retrodictions.
As identified in this section, there are several
interpretationsof the impact and importance of
streamflowvariation, especially flooding, on con

ditions for irrigationagriculture and the cultural
historical trajectoryof theHohokam. The inherent
limitationsof tree-ringbased streamflowretrodic
tions and the associated hypothesized effects of
discharge volumes on streamchannelmorphology
also

introduce

agree

practiced non-canal irrigationstrategiesby divert
ing rainwater run-offfrom higher to lower areas

that,

researchers
would
uncertainty. Most
to some extent,
streamflow
discharge

volumes, including floods and droughts, affected
Hohokam irrigationagriculturalists. Inwhat ways,
(Gasser andKwiatkowski 1991).Multiple strategies to what extent, and where streamflow variation
and opportunities for tradewould have served to affectedHohokam farmers in the lower Salt River
buffer losses from irrigationagriculture.
valley remains a subject of continuing discussion.
The

streamflow

retrodictions

are also

inherently

limited in theirability tocapture allmeaningful dis
charge

variation.

The

retrodictions

are

statistical

predictions subject to the limitationsof thedata set
fromwhich theywere derived and the occurrence
of both floods and droughts are inferences and
hypotheses tobe tested (Graybill 1989; Graybill et

al. 2006). High annual streamdischarge is used as
a proxy forthepotential occurrence offloods as tree
ring records do not capture theoccurrence or tim

ing of individual flood events.The seasonal timing
of floodingwithin any yearwould have been a sig
nificant determinantof the impact on agricultural

Despite

interpretations

and

uncertain

vailing view ofmany. For this reason, theirextra
ordinary contribution to Hohokam prehistory
should remain a focus for continued research and
consideration for some time in the future.

production (Ackerly 1989). Direct physical evi
dence of flooding through the geoarchaeological

studyof canal stratigraphyis superior to theproxy
data provided by tree-rings (Huckleberry 1999).
High magnitude instantaneouspeak flows (floods)

alternative

ties, theGraybill et al. (1989; 2006) and Nials et
al. (1989) data and model have had a significant
influenceonmany interpretations
of settlementand
sociocultural change in the lower Salt River valley.
Although Graybill et al. (1989,2006) and Nials et
al. (1989) have been cautious in presenting their
interpretations as hypotheses for future testing,
thesehypotheses have significantlyformed thepre

Methods
The purpose of this analysis is to systematically
examine

the relationship

between

annual

stream
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Table

1. Chronology Used
(Dean

Chronology

ANTIQUITY
and Modified

1325

1300-1350

for this Study

1450

1175

1100-1150

Sacaton
950-1000

by Author

PROBABLE RANGE

Phase_Start_End_Start_End_
c. 1500
Civano1300-1350

Soho
1200

for the Study.

Chronology Modified

1991:90-91)

PROBABLE RANGE
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[Vol.

975

Santa
Cruz

850-900

950-1000 875 974

Gila
Butte

c. 775

850-900775874

1324

1174

Snaketown_700_799_700_774_
Note: The gap inDean's
chronology above fromA.D.

1150 to 1200 is due to a lack of chronometric samples that fall into
this period. Further research is necessary "to determine whether the break is due to prehistoric human behavior, archaeo
logical practice, or chronometric method" (Dean 1991:86).

flow discharge variation and population growth
rates.Retrodicted annual streamflowdischarge vol
umes3 and archaeological data on domestic archi
tecture spanning almost 700 years allows a
systematic evaluation of the relationship between
streamflowevents and population change.

Cultural/Temporal Phases
This studyconsiders population growthand decline
duringfive cultural/temporalphases spanning from
A.D. 775 to 1450. There are multiple interpreta
tions of theHohokam cultural chronology.Varia
tion in the dates for phases/periods used in the

excavation project reportsexacerbate thechallenge
a

of creating

phase-based

Statisti

reconstruction.

cal errors associated with the chronometric tech
niques used inHohokam research do not permit the
temporal resolution possible in other parts of the
Researchers

Southwest.

however,

do,

accept

the

orderingof the temporalphases and generally agree
on the traitlists thatdefine phases (e.g., architec
turaland ceramic styles). I use thechronology pro
posed by Dean (1991:90) as it is derived from a

comprehensive consideration of all independent
chronometric dates available (as of early 1988). I
modified the chronology to eliminate the ambigu
ityof overlapping dates between phases so that I
could assign a house or a streamflow discharge

year

to one

phase

or another

(Table

1). For

exam

ple, Dean (1991) determined theprobable range of
the beginning of the Sacaton phase as A.D.
950-1000; I selected thedate in themiddle of this
range (A.D. 975) for the startof theSacaton phase.
I use

this procedure

whenever

Dean

proposes

a

range of startingor ending dates. I do not use the
Polvoron

phase

designation

because

itwas

not con

sistentlyused by researchers in the various exca

vation reports. Chronological refinements have
continued since Dean (1991) with a recent addi
tionprovided byHenderson and Clark (2004:171).
The chronology presented byHenderson and Clark
(2004:171) is substantially similar to theone used
in this analysis with startingand ending dates of
each phase varyingby nomore than25 years.These
differences should have no significant analytical
impact on the trends identified in the streamflow
data examined in thisanalysis. I expect no analyt
ical impact because there is no systematicpattern
ing of high and low flows associated with
temporal/cultural phase boundaries. I have also
used many differentkinds ofmeasures of stream
flow discharge volume (see below) to capture the
trends in the data so that the results of this analy
sis do

not

rely

on only

a few

streamflow

pattern

characterizations.

Lower Salt River Streamflow
The streamflowmeasures used in thisanalysis were
developed

to characterize

mortality.

In other words,

annual

streamflow

vari

ation inways thatindicate conditions likely to result
and
inchanges in immigration/emigration,
fertility,
the streamflow

measures

are designed to capture variation in streamflow
events and patterns that likely affected human
behavior. Based on themodel developed by Gray
bill et al. (2006) and Nials et al. (1989), I assume,
for thepurposes of this analysis, thathigh annual

flows (inferredflooding) and pronounced variabil
ity created unfavorable conditions for irrigation
agriculture.Low annual flows (inferreddrought if
prolonged) are also assumed in this research to
have resulted in unfavorable conditions for irriga
tion agriculture. Low flows likely resulted in
decreased flows throughoutcanal systems.Water

REPORTS

shortages among historic irrigators in the lower
Salt River valley make this a reasonable assump
tion.Unfavorable agricultural conditions, created
by high, low,or variable streamflowdischarge vol
umes, likely led to food stress thatmotivated peo
ple to leave a place foranother (emigrate) or led to
reductions in fertilityand/or increases inmortality.
By extension of these expectations, flows thatwere
neither high, low, nor variable should not have

stressedagriculturalproduction and resulted in sig
nificantpopulation change.
Three methods drive thisanalysis of streamflow
variation.First, annual streamflowdischarge events
and patterns are characterized by Hohokam tem

poral/cultural phase. Characterizing streamflow
within each phase fits the streamflowdata to the
100 to200 year phase-level resolution of the archi

tecturalhouse data. All streamflowmeasures are
affectedby thenumber of years in each phase. To
make thesemeasures of streamflowcomparable by
phase, I use either thepercent of years within each
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pie, 10 low-flow years (inferreddrought), evenly
spaced over 100 years,may have had littlebehav
ioral impact as stored food reserves and alternative

subsistence strategies likely buffered declines in
agricultural productivity caused by insufficient
water for cultivated crops in any given year. Con
10 consecutive

versely,

stressed

seriously

low-flow

agricultural

years may

production,

have

storage,

and alternative resources. This relationship should
hold as well forhigh-flowyears. Ifhigh flows dam
aged canals, fields, or otherwise impaired canal
irrigation,
vented

consecutive

canal

repair

occurrences
or relocation

may
and

have

pre

the resump

tion of flows to crops. In thisexample, I argue it is
the cumulative effectof consecutive low- or high
flow years thatismost likely tohave affectedhuman
behavior ratherthan thefrequency of these events.
In addition to considering the duration and fre

quency of high- and low-flow events, themagni
tudeof specific eventsmust also be considered. Not
all high flows are the same; that is, the effects of
flooding on canal systems, irrigationagriculture,
and on streamchannelmorphology likely increased

phase thatmeet thevarious criteriaor standardize
themeasure value by dividing themeasure result
with themagnitude of the event.
by thenumber of yearswithin each temporalphase.
To considermultiple streamflowcharacteristics
Second, high- and low-flow years are defined.
As a baseline fromwhich to inferhigh and low
in this analysis, I examine the frequency,magni
flows, I use deviation from themean streamflow tude,duration, and variabilityof high and low flows
discharge volume calculated from theyears A.D.
during thefiveHohokam temporal/culturalphases
572-1450. The mean annual discharge volume for fromA.D. 775 to 1450. The frequency,magnitude,
these 879 years is 1.15 million acre-feet (MAF).
and duration of specified discharge volumes are
The amount of discharge above and below themean
often used inhydrologic analyses to describe var
thatwould have affected agricultural productivity ious aspects of streamflowregimes (PoffandWard
and/or

stream

channel

is unknown.

morphology

To

address thisuncertainty, I define high flows vari
ously

as above

the mean,

above

one

standard

devi

ation (1.79MAF), and above two SD (2.43MAF).4
I define low flows as below themean, below one
half SD (.83MAF), and below one SD (.51MAF).
There are no flows two standard deviations below
themean. By defining high and low flows with

1989; Richter et al. 1996;Walker et al. 1995. For
a review of streamflow indices see Olden and Poff
[2003] and Smakhtin [2001]). I adopt and modify
these traditional hydrologic measures to charac
terize streamflowduring the 100 to 200 year-long
temporal/culturalphases used in thisanalysis. The

frequency,magnitude, duration, and variability of
streamflowdischarge volumes are also related to

multiple thresholds, I expect to identifythe trends conditions for irrigationagriculture and, in some
in thedata.
channel
I also
cases,
the fre
consider
change.
Third,multiple measures are used to character
and
of
duration
quency,magnitude,
discharge years
ize streamflowwithin each phase. No singlemea
identifiedby Graybill et al. (2006) as potentially
sure or index effectively characterizes
multiple
significantfor inducingmajor changes in channel
typesof streamflowevents and patternswithin any position and/ormorphology. Specific definitions
and methods used to calculate each measure used
temporal period. Rather, multiple measures must
be employed to capture a range of characteristics
in this analysis are as follows.
that likely impacted irrigation agriculture and
High- and low-flowfrequency. High- and low
affectedhuman demographic behavior. For exam
flow frequency is thepercent of high- and low-flow
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discharge years by temporalphase. The percent of charge volumes around themean. Variability is
high-flow years is calculated by taking the total measured by the coefficient of variation of all
number of years in thephase above themean, above
annual discharges within each phase. This statistic
one standarddeviation (SD), and above twoSD and
characterizes thedispersion of all discharge years
these
numbers
the
of
number
in
around themean and compensates for the size of
years
by
dividing
thephase. The mean and standard deviation units
the mean.
above or below themean are calculated from all
Channel change indices. The channel change
exam
to
from
A.D.
For
1450.
572
indices
capture thefrequency,magnitude, and dura
discharge years
were
there
in
200
the
Sacaton
tion
of
years
ple,
phase (A.D.
geomorphically significant streamflow
events and patterns specified by Graybill et al.
975 to 1174), and 17 of these years were one stan
dard deviation or more above themean annual
(2006). Graybill et al. (2006:82) define four types
streamflowdischarge fromA.D. 572 to 1450. Sev
of annual discharge events and patterns that are
enteen years isnine percent (rounded from8.5 per
cent) of theSacaton phase. For low-flowyears, the
totalnumber of years below themean, below one
half SD, and below one SD is calculated.
High- and low-flowmagnitude indices.Magni
tude, in this study, is the extent of deviation from
themean annual streamflowdischarge volume. By
phase, I calculated magnitude with twomethods.

The first
method simply involves summing thedis
charge volumes of all high- and low-flow years
during each phase. The second method involves
summing only the discharge volumes of the con
secutive high- and low-flow years during each
phase. Consecutive years are defined as two or

potentially significantfor inducingmajor changes
in channel position and/or morphology. These
events are themost likely tohave resulted in chan

nel changes thatnegatively affected conditions for
irrigationagriculture, based on theirmodel. Each
criterion is specified inGraybill et al. (2006:82).
These events and patternsandmy methods for iden
tifyingyears thatmeet the criteria are as follows:
Criterion 1: "extremely high annual flows that

may have included 'catastrophic' flood events."
identify 12 high
Graybill et al. (2006:88-91)
magnitude annual flows in theirFigures 5.6, 5.7,
and 5.8. These flows are at least 2.65 SD (2.98
MAF) above a long-termmean of 1.16MAF cal

culated fromA.D. 572 to 1988.
Criterion 2: "closely spaced clusters of high
magnitude annual flows." Some yearsmeeting this
occurrences.
I calculate
criterion are identified in several locations in their
magni
greater than single
scores
textand are all generally over twoMAF a year. To
Z
foreach discharge year.
tudes using theZ
scores represent the deviation from themean in identifyyearsmeeting thiscriterionI select all con
secutive years (two ormore years) with discharge
units. Z scores are easier to inter
standard deviation
over twoMAF a year as meeting thiscri
as
are
volumes
low
flows
because
negative
pret
expressed

more

successive

years

that meet

the various

thresh

olds as high or low flows. The cumulative impacts
of consecutive high- and low-flow years may be

numbers. Also, the lower the flow the higher the
negativeZ score. By example, themagnitude of the
17 years of the Sacaton phase equal to or below
one SD results in a totalZ score of-28.98. The Z
scoremagnitude is divided by the200 years in the
Sacaton phase tomake

the results comparable

across

is -.145.1

phases.

The

result

use

the same

procedure to calculate magnitudes for low-flow
years and themagnitudes of only the consecutive
high and low-flow years.
High- and low-flowduration indices.The dura
tion indices are thepercent of consecutive high- and
low-flow
are defined

years
as

in each phase.
Consecutive
years
that
two or more
consecutive
years

meet thevarious thresholds as high or low flows.
Variability.Variability is the dispersion of dis

terion.

Criterion 3: "larger annual flows or clusters of
thempreceded by prolonged periods of drought in
headwater areas." Only threeyears are identified
asmeeting thiscriterion in theirtext, 1357 to 1359.
Criterion 4: "prolonged periods of pronounced

variability." This criterion required interpretation
and analysis as Graybill et al. (2006) use different
analytic intervals(approximately400 years indura
tion) thatare not coeval with theHohokam phases
used inmy analysis.Although theydo use thecoef
ficient of variation to calculate variability, vari
ability isonly one ofmultiple criteriaused todefine
theiranalytical intervals.To define prolonged peri
ods of pronounced variability formy analysis, I
computed thecoefficientof variation of annual dis
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charge volume foreach ten-yearintervalfromA.D.
775 to 1450 (e.g., 775 to 784, 776 to 785, etc.). I
identified the ten-year intervalswith the highest
coefficients of variation and arbitrarilyuse the top
five percent

of these

to represent

intervals

ten-year

"prolonged periods of pronounced variability."
Through thismethod, I identifiedfour prolonged
periods of pronounced variabilityfrom775 to 1450.

The periods ranged induration from 10 to21 years.
The frequency,
magnitude, and duration of years
thatmeet Criterion 1 through4 are defined as fol
lows: The frequencies are simply the percent of

years in each temporal phase identified as geo
morphically significantbased on thefourdescribed
criterion.The magnitudes are the sum of discharge
meet criteria 1,2, and
volumes (usingZ scores) that
3. The Z score magnitudes are standardized by
dividing the calculated magnitudes of each phase
by the number of years in each phase. All years
identified as geomorphically significant are con
secutive years so the frequency (percent) of geo
morphically significantdischarge years is the same
as a duration

measure;

a duration

therefore,

mea

sure is omitted.

patterns

be

may

truncated

and

statisti

cally minimized by phase boundaries. For exam
ple, ten high-discharge years truncated in the
middle by a phase boundarywill result infiveyears
in one
cally

and

phase
examine

five years

in another.

or not

whether

To

specifi
I exam

this occurs,

ined theconsecutive high and low flows (variously
defined) used for theduration indices at all phase
boundaries. I find that truncation of consecutive
high- and low-flow discharge patterns occurs in
only

three

instances.

Each

instance

occurs

during

the calculation of high- and low-flow durations
when high and low flows are defined as above and
below

the mean.

are no occurrences

There

of trun

cation of consecutive discharge years forhigh-flow
years

over

low-flow

one

years

Grouped characterizations may also minimize

the effect

and

two

one-half

standard

and one

deviations

standard

and

deviation

below themean. The three instances of truncation

of

singular,

rare

years

discharge

(e.g.,

A.D. 899), therebyobscuring the impact these dis
charge years may have had on irrigationagricul
over

ture

several

characterizations,

These

years.

however,

may

grouped
for

compensate

some inevitable inaccuracies of the statisticalretro
dictions of discharge volume forany given year by
within each phase. This
quantifying trends/patterns
on
a
few
retrodicted extraordi
prevents focusing
a consideration of
and
allows
nary discharge years
the patterns thatmay have been themost mean
ingful to irrigation agriculture and demographic
behavior in the long run. The channel change

indices (described above), however, capture the
extremely high-magnitude discharge years that
were mostly likely tohave induced channel change.
The magnitude measures of each phase also allow
comparisons of magnitudes by phase. Through
these measures,

the effects

of

rare

and

extreme

are considered.

events

Methodological Limitations. There are some
disadvantages of characterizing streamflowby cul
tural/temporal phases. Phase-level streamflow
descriptions are an artificial analytical unit
employed to allow comparisons with temporal
trends in the number of houses (generally only
measurable at thephase level).One analytical effect
of grouped streamflow characterizations is that
streamflow

are addressed by including the truncatedyears in
thephase containing a majority of the consecutive
years thatmet the criterion.5

Houses

of Canal System 2

A totalof 753 houses reportedby cultural resource
management or historical excavation projects are
used in this analysis6 (Table 2). These projects
include the vast majority of houses excavated
within the geographic area defined as Canal Sys
tem 2. A "house" is defined as a structure likely
used

for year-round

occupation.

varied

Houses

in

style throughtimeand included pit houses (houses
in shallow pits), aboveground freestanding adobe
rooms/houses,
rooms/houses.
masonry,

and aboveground
contiguous
were of brush, adobe,

Walls

or some

combination

adobe
caliche,

of these materials

(Haury 1976:45-77).
The

house

counts

are made

comparable

across

phases using the following methodological deci
sions:

First, I use the temporalphase assignment deter
mined by the researcherswho examined the avail
able evidence. Researchers used multiple lines of
to assign

a house

archaeomagnetic

and

evidence

occupation

to a tempo

radiocarbon

dating.

ral phase of 75 to 200 years in duration. Evidence
includes associated ceramic types/styles/composi
tion, architectural style, stratigraphicplacement,
and
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Table 2. Houses
Gila Butte

Dutch Canal

Phase.

by Temporal/cultural

Sacaton

Soho

Civano

875-974

975-1174

1175-1324

1325-1450

CasaBuena
1.5
Ruin

1.5

12

.5 .5
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Projects_A.D.
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Total

References_
Howard 1988

8

23

12

Greenwald
Torrello

and Ciolek
et

1988; Greenwald

al. 1994
2

ElCaserio
14

Grand Canal Ruins

4
20.5

2
3

LaCiudad72

22

1
LasColinas

91.5

146.5

Mitchell

1989a

Mitchell

1989b

Henderson

1987a,
1987

Wilcox

La
Lomita
16

7

11
12

51

17
La Lomita Pequena
.5

18

4

Mitchell 1990

33
29
17.5

21.5

132

Mitchell

1988

Hammack

and Sullivan 1981;
1988; Gregory et al.

Gregory

1988

Pueblo

8.5
Grande

6

48

97

123.5

283

Mitchell

1994; Bostwick
1994

Downum
Pueblo
Pueblo

1

Patricio

1

AZT:12:48,50

1

33 TOTAL
8.25

Standardized

3

Saladoa
1 7

.5 54.5
7

62

12

2

Landis

120

240.5

30

30.06

143.5
23.92

1987b;

216.5

Greenwald

et al. 1996

Henderson

1995

and

1988

753.5

43.3

number of

houses_
Note: Houses assigned by researchers to two phases are divided between the two assigned phases (one-half a house is counted
in each phase). The standardized number of houses is the total number of houses divided by the number of years in the phase
multiplied by a presumed house use-life of 25 years.
aPueblo Salado
al. 1996).Table

iswithin the area irrigated by Canal

System 2 but may have been on a separate canal system (Greenwald

2, page 2

Second, both complete and partially excavated
houses including thosewith andwithout hearths are
if dated.

used,
counted

Structures
reasons:

for several

without
First,

hearths
a visual

are

exami

nation ofmultiple plan-view drawings of excavated
houses

contained

in the excavation

reports

revealed

that a significant number of hearths had been
removed

by backhoe

trenches

used

for excavation.

Second, I examined floor sizes of houses with and
without hearths and virtually no size differences
existed based on hearth presence/absence. This
resultprovides no support for inferringhabitation
vs. nonhabitation (storage) functions for houses
with orwithout hearths.Third, there is no common
understanding or agreement on the archaeological

et

dence tomake a chronological assignment) are
eliminated.
Fourth,houses identifiedby researchers as "field
houses" are eliminated. "Field houses are individ
ual structuresand associated facilities established
solely for thepurpose of tendingagriculturalfields;
theyare inferredtohave been occupied duringperi
ods of planting, growing, and/or harvesting of
crops" (Gregory 1991:163).
Fifth,houses assigned to twophases are divided
between the two assigned phases (one half a house

is counted in each phase). About eighteen percent
of the houses used in this analysis were assigned
to two adjacent phases by researchers. I tested the
impact of counting houses assigned to two phases

as one house for each assigned phase, rather than
one-half a house. Growth rates (discussed below)
for all phases were virtually the same.
Growth rates (discussed below) calculated from
Sixth, I do not count houses/structures located
on top of platformmounds or within thewalled
are very similar.
houses
with or without
hearths
Third, houses not assigned a date or temporal mound complexes. A residential function for these
signatureof a Hohokam storage structure.Finally,
the decision to use both houses with and without
hearths has no analytical impact on this study.

phase

and

houses

assigned

to three or more

tem

poral phases (usually a result of insufficientevi

houses/structures

remains

debate (see Downum

a matter

of continuing

and Bostwick 2003; Doyel
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1981; Gregory 1991; Howard 1992;Wilcox
Seventh,

for each

phase,

house

counts

1991).
are stan

dardized by dividing the number of houses in a
phase by the number of years in the phase. This
provides

a proxy

value

to

from phase

comparable

phase. To enhance the interpretabilityof this stan
dardized number, Imultiply itby an assumed 25
year house use-life toprovide a rough and relative

estimate of thenumber of contemporaneous houses
within a phase (cf.Kintigh et al. 2004). The use

of houses recorded by phase. The number of houses
are likely undercounted during the early phases
(RedMountain throughSnaketown phase, ca.A.D.
0-774) for several reasons: long occupation of
many sites and the possibility of prehistoric dis
turbance,

a

"rancheria"

dispersed

settlement

pat

ternduring the early phases, diminished material
culture relative to later times,and a longer time for
site burial. Based on these concerns, I eliminated

theRed Mountain throughSnaketown phase house
counts from thisanalysis. Pit houses also have low
life and lengthof occupation ofHohokam houses
is unknown but estimates typically range from visibility compared to some of the aboveground
10-40 years (Abbott and Foster 2003; Layhe 1988; masonry structuresof theClassic period and thus
may be underrepresented. The number of houses
Haury 1976; Henderson 1987; Craig 2000).7
Limitations.
The
753
houses
in theSoho phase may be the resultof a somewhat
Methodological
used in this study are a sample used to represent more ambiguous trait list for defining thisphase.
Civano phase houses may be eitherover or under
population change inCanal System 2. The house
data and interpretations
in the excava
contained
counted.Many Civano phase houses may have been
tionreportsused for thisanalysis are limitedby the in the "plow zone" of earlyAnglo farmers; or, the
spatial extentof theexcavated portion of each site. number of houses in theCivano phase may reflect
an excavation bias towardmonumental architecture
surveysand excavations by
Early twentieth-century
amateur
and
common in theClassic period.
have
pro
professional
archaeologists
vided evidence for longer occupational sequences
of some sites than indicated in the data provided

by

the more

recent

excavated

sample

(for a sum

mary of site histories inCanal System 2 see Rice
2000). Based on these early observations and the

The representativeness of a sample is an inher
ent concern in all archaeological research where
samples are relied upon to represent the totalpop

ulation of any artifact typeor analytic unit. In this
research, I do not see any systematic bias in the
some
excavated
at
or locations fromwhich the samples were
house
methods
existing
sample,
samples
sites are clearly underrepresenting the size of the derived. The research designs of themultiple exca
village. Complete excavation of a settlementin the vation projects inCanal System 2 did not exclude
lower Salt River valley is uncommon. Only La
some houses from excavation based on style or
Lomita Pequena (Mitchell 1988) was likely com
time period. Excavation locations were primarily
excavated.
Three
other
have
the result of highway expansion projects that are
pletely
projects
resulted in samples thatmay represent individual distributed throughoutCanal System 2.
Although
site/settlementtrajectoriesat certain timeperiods:
the size of the sample of houses fromCanal Sys
El Caserio during theGila Butte and Santa Cruz
tem 2 will undoubtedly increase over time,
La
Ciudad
from
the
Gila
Butte
phases,
through increases are likely tobe incremental. It is not the
Sacaton
and
Pueblo
from
the
Grande
Saca
size of the sample, however, thatinfluences itsrep
phases,
ton throughCivano phases. The proportion of each
resentativeness. It is the location of predefined
settlement

excavated

is generally

unknown

due

to

spatial limits on development-related excavation,
thedispersed nature ofHohokam settlements,and

long-term settlementoccupations. This is not an
individual settlement-based analysis, however, so
the extent of excavation at each location is less

important than the representativeness of phase
level data represented by the entire sample of
houses from the thirteen projects considered
throughoutCanal System 2.
Several factorsmay have affected the number

development-related

excavation

areas

project

that

potentially threatenthe representatativenessof the
sample. Future excavations will be limitedby the
same

spatial

constraints

on excavation

as

previous

work. I rely on the existing sample of excavated
houses because it is thebest we have and thebest
we are likely to get in thenear future.
Population Growth Rates
To inferpopulation growth and decline, I use the
number of houses in each temporal/culturalphase
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and compute the compound annual growth rate8
(CAGR). The CAGR describes population change
as a constantpercentage each year.The formula is:
CAGR = (p2/pl)1/n- 1where p2 and pi are the
number of houses at the end and beginning of the
phase respectively and n is thenumber of years in
thephase. The growth ratecalculation uses the stan
dardized house counts toaccount fordifferentphase
lengths.House use-life is not considered in this
calculation. I prefer growth rates rather than
changes in the absolute number of houses in each
phase because growth rates capture the trends in
population change. It does not seem reasonable to
expect a linear relationship between the absolute

number of houses in each phase and streamflow
variation.

Relationships between Streamflow
and Population Growth Rates

ANTIQUITY

73, No. 1, 2008]

[Vol.

thegrowth rate ranking, that is, for thegrowth rate
of the Soho phase to exceed the0 percent growth
rate of the Sacaton phase thereby changing the
growth rate ranking,38.5 houses would need tobe
added to the Soho house count. This would be a
substantial change as it represents a 5 percent
change in the totalhouse sample.
Results of thecorrelation analysis are presented

forall phases considered and older phases are pro
gressively removed to determine if the relation

ships substantially changed through time.
Scatterplots of growth rates by each streamflow

measure

assessments

improve

of possible

rela

tionships between the variables. The expectation
thatas the frequency of high- and low-magnitude

discharges and variability increased, population
growth rates decreased will be supported if there
is a strongnegative relationship between the fre
quency of high, low, and variable flows and popu
lation

growth

rates.

Examining thefrequency,magnitude, and duration
of high and low flows (variously defined), vari
Results
ability, and the channel-change indices results in
27 unique streamflowmeasures to compare to the
Population Growth Rates
compound annual growth rates.These streamflow
measures
are
to the compound
annual
Population growth rates and the standardized num
compared
are displayed inFigure 2.
growth rates of each phase using Spearman's rank ber of houses by phase
ofpopulation change
examination
correlation coefficient (rs) procedure (Drennan
Cowgill's (1975)
worldwide
regional-level data (up to some
1996:227-234). This correlation procedure ranks using
tens
of
of
thousands
each measure/variable from lowest tohighest. The
square kilometers) provides a
for
framework
ranks are ordered
examining growth rates in Canal
phase. The correla
by temporal
2.
tion between the variables is then assessed using
System Cowgill concludes:

the computer program Statistica 6.1. Correlations
may vary from-1 to 1with positive numbers indi
cating a positive relationship between thevariables
and negative

numbers

revealing

negative

relation

ships.

Rank ordering thehouse and streamflow statis
tics by temporal phase may compensate for some
weaknesses or inaccuracies of thehouse sample and
streamflow

data.

For weaknesses

or

inaccuracies

of thedata tobe analyticallymeaningful, therank
ing of themeasure/variable would have to be
affected. For example, the closest population
-.
growth rates are theSoho phase at 15percent and
the Sacaton

phase

at 0 percent.

Growth

rates

are

driven by the standardized house counts (number
of houses divided by the number of years in each
phase). The standardized house count for theSoho
phase is .96 and theSacaton phase is 1.2.To change

or more
regional trends spanning a millennium
more
show net population
gains that are rarely
a
have resulted from
than what would
steady
rate of increase

of 1 or 2 per

1000 per year...

are perhaps never over 3 per 1000 per
year... and rates of natural

increase

greater

about 6 or 7 per 1000 per year?that
increase

due entirely

mortality,

apart

to excess
from

than

is,

of fertility over

increase

due

to

migration?have occurred only very briefly
and locally,or during therapid colonization of
uninhabited

or very weakly

defended

new

ter

ritory [Cowgill 1975:511].
It is importanttonote thatCowgill's regional-level
population growth data may not be completely
comparable togrowth rates in a portion of a region

(e.g., Canal System 2) where internalmobility is
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Figure
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of houses
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r statistic, was
also a possibility. Assuming some comparability, growth rates, using the Spearman's
can
a
and
be
combined with visual inspection of the scatter
substantial immigration
emigration
inferredfrom thepopulation growth rates and their plots of growth rates by each streamflowmeasure.
I expected thatas floods, droughts, and variability
fluctuationsdocumented inCanal System 2. Based
on theregional trendsidentifiedby Cowgill (1975),
increased, population growth rateswould decline.
noted above, I inferthat immigration is implied at
I expected thisdecline based on theGraybill et al.
(2006) and Nials et al. (1989) model and an intu
growth rates greater than .7percent (7 per 1000).
are
rates
the
Sacaton and Soho phase growth
itive sense thatunfavorable conditions for irriga
Only
to
the growth rates typically expected from tion agriculturewould increase outmigration and
close
natural increases in birth over death rates in the mortality and decrease fertility?all conditions that
absence of substantialmigration. Although this is affect population
rates. Contrary
to these
growth
not

a

site/village

based

analysis,

comparison

of

site/village growth rateswith those inCanal Sys
tem 2 as a whole is provided inNote 9.9
Streamflow

Measures

and

Population Growth Rates

expectations,

as inferred floods,

droughts,

and vari

ability increased, so did population growth rates.
More specifically, as annual streamflowdischarge
frequency, magnitude, duration, and variability
increased, so generally did population growth rates.
The

calculated

results

of each

streamflow

mea

The prehistoricirrigationagriculturalistsof the lower
SaltRiver experienced considerable annual and long
termvariation in streamflowdischarge volume and

sure are presented inTable 4. The Spearman's rank
correlation coefficients for each measure by pop
ulation growth rates are presented inTable 5 with

572-1450 indicatingthatannual discharge volumes
are highly variable fromyear to year.

time between the variables. Positive correlation
coefficients indicate thatas population growthrates
increased so did the streamflowmeasure; negative
correlation results indicate that as population

variability.Descriptive statisticsof streamflowfrom
A.D. 572-1450 and by phase are presented inTable
3. The coefficientof variation is about one-half the
mean and median annual discharges fromA.D.

The relationship between the 27 streamflow
measures and the compound annual population

results also provided with older phases eliminated
to consider possible changing relationships through

growth

rates

increased,

the

streamflow

measure

resultdecreased. I also present scatterplotsof pop
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Table

Streamflow Statistics

A.D.

Mean discharge
Median discharge
Minimum

discharge

Maximum

discharge
Coefficient of variation

572-1450

1.15
1.06

73, No. 1, 2008]

[Vol.

3. Lower Salt River Streamflow Summary Statistics.
Sweetwater

Snaketown

Gila Butte

Santa Cruz

Sacaton

Soho

Civano

600-699

700-774

775-874

875-974

975-1174

1175-1324

1325-1450

1.24
1.15

1.21
1.08

1.27
1.16

.19
5.38

ANTIQUITY

.19
4.74

.55

1.10
.98

.22

.22

.59

.25

4.44

5.38
.72

1.09
1.03
.26

5.25

.59

.39

.26
2.60

2.45
.44

.62

1.12
.99

1.12
1.07

4.82
.55

.47

.48
Standard deviation_.64_.14_.19_.13_.75
.52_.61
Note: All statistics inmillion acre feet per year computed from retrodicted annual streamflow discharge data.

the channel change indices (Figures 10, 11).
Straight lines are fit to thedata points in the scat
terplots to aid visual identificationof the relation

ulation growth rates by the frequency,consecutive
magnitude, and duration of high flows one SD
above themean (Figures 3,4,5) and for low flows

ship between growth rates and the streamflow

one-half SD below themean (Figures 6,7,8). Scat
terplots are also presented for the relationship
between growth rates and variability (Figure 9) and
Table 4. Measures

of Population

measure.

Population Growth Rates and High Discharge
Results.

and Streamflow, Calculated

Gila Butte Santa Cruz
Population and Streamflow

775-874

Measures_A.D.

.65

I. Population growth rates
II. High flow frequencies, magnitudes, and durations

Frequency: Percent of years with flows above themean
Frequency: Percent of years with flows above one SD
Frequency: Percent of years with flows above two SD

Magnitude:
Magnitude:
Magnitude:
Magnitude:
Magnitude:

Magnitude:

43

39

11

9

.47

10

1 1.3

2

.49

.48

.26

.31

.32

.35

.36

.12

.16

.20

Sum of all discharge volume Z scores above two SD
Sum of consecutive discharge volume Z scores above themean
Sum of consecutive discharge volume Z scores above one SD

.18

.16

.02

.03

.09

.446

.448

.191

.257

.255

.22

.24

.05

.02

.16

.13

.05

41

Sum of all discharge volume Z scores below 1/2SD
Sum of all discharge volume Z scores below one SD

Sum of consecutive discharge volume Z scores below themean
Sum of consecutive discharge volume Z scores below 1/2SD
Sum of consecutive discharge volume Z scores below one SD

Frequency: Percent of inferredgeomorphically significant years
Sum of discharge volume Z scores of geomorphically

9113

0
33

26

17

2

0

00

50

55

43

57

61

31

38

33

32

34

11

14

13

12

10

-.349

-.388

-.358

-.362

-.369

-.29

-.35

-.293

-.30

-.294

-.138

-.164

-.145

-.148

-.112

-.314

-.347

-.308

-.336

-.345

-.24

-.26

-.196

-.186

-.199

-.049

-.106

-.042

-.034

-.043

43

48

47

51

55

25

28

21.5

21

22.2

3.5

49
.62

.59
32
signif.yrs

0

0
27

40

3

Magnitude:
Duration: Percent of years with consecutive flows below themean
Duration: Percent of years with consecutive flows below 1/2SD
Duration: Percent of years with consecutive flows below one SD
VI. Variability - coefficient of variation
VII. Change change indices
Magnitude:

0 -.15

55

Frequency: Percent of years with flows below one-half SD
Frequency: Percent of years with flows below one SD
Magnitude: Sum of all discharge volume Z scores below themean

Magnitude:

Civano
1325-1450

Sum of all discharge volume Z scores above themean
Sum of all discharge volume Z scores above one SD

Duration: Percent of years with consecutive flows above two SD
III. Low flow frequencies, magnitudes, and durations
mean
Frequency: Percent of years with flows below the

Magnitude:

Soho
1175-1324

57

18

18

Sacaton
975-1174

1.3
45

50

two SD
Magnitude: Sum of consecutive discharge volume Z scores above
Duration: Percent of years with consecutive flows above themean
Duration: Percent of years with consecutive flows above one SD

Magnitude:

875-974

27

2.7

3.9
.55

.47

.44
21

18

.17_^14_103_.02_.1
Notes: All measure results have been standardized by using percents or by dividing themeasure result by the number of years in
each phase. Measure results that are similar in value are carried out an additional decimal place to allow ranking of the results for
the correlation analysis.
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Table 5. Streamflow Measures

Rank Correlation Coefficients.

and Population Growth Rates, Spearman's

Santa Cruz

Sacaton

through Civano
875-1450

through Civano
975-1450

Gila Butte
Streamflow
I. High-flow
Frequency:
Frequency:
Frequency:
Magnitude:
Magnitude:

through Civano
775-1450

Measures_A.D.
frequencies, magnitudes, and durations
Percent of years with flows above themean

Sum of all discharge volumes above themean
Sum of all discharge volumes above one SD

Magnitude:

Sum of all discharge volumes above two SD
Sum of consecutive discharge volumes above

Magnitude:

Sum of consecutive

Magnitude:

Percent of consecutive flows above one SD

Duration:

Percent of consecutive

Frequency:
Frequency:
Frequency:
Magnitude:
Magnitude:
Magnitude:
Magnitude:
Magnitude:

flows above two SD

frequencies, magnitudes, and durations
Percent of years with flows below themean

.50

.70

.40

.78

.77

.50

.20

.78

.77

standard

discharge

deviations

above

volumes

at or above

one

SD

resulted

volumes

.50

1.0 1.0
.40

.10

.20

.50

.80
1.0

1.0

-.50
.50
-.50
-1.0
.50

1.0

1.0
1.01.0
.50
0

1.0
1.0

one

the mean

in a Spear

at or above

-1.0

.40

significant years

rates and thefrequencyof all flows above themean.
Streamflowmagnitudes by phase are calculated
by both the sum of all discharge volumes and all
discharge

n/a

.50 .80

Percent of geomorphically significant years
Sum of discharge volumes of geomorphically

of annual

-.50

1.0 1.0
1.0

man's r correlation coefficientof .67 (Figure 3). At
the thresholdof two SD above themean, the cor
relation coefficient is .87 although there are only
five or fewer discharge years in each phase above
2 SD. There was no relationship between growth

consecutive

.50

.80

1.0
1.0

1.0

increased. The relationship between growth rates
and flows

.80

.80

Sum of all discharge volumes below one SD
Sum of consecutive discharge volumes below themean
Sum of consecutive discharge volumes below one-half SD

(percent)
two

.90
.80

.40

Years. Population growth rates increased as thefre
and

.50

Sum of all discharge volumes below themean .30
Sum of all discharge volumes below one-half SD .10

Percent of consecutive flows below one SD
.90
V. Variability - coefficient of variation
VI. Change change indices

quency

.50

.80

.20

Percent of consecutive flows below one-half SD

Frequency:

.80

0
.50

-.10

Percent of years with flows below one-half SD
Percent of years with flows below one SD

Duration:

Magnitude:

.87

1.0
1.0 1.0

Sum of consecutive discharge volumes below one SD
Magnitude:
-.30
Duration: Percent of consecutive flows below themean
Duration:

.40

1.01.0
1.0

flows above themean

Duration:
II. Low-flow

themean

-.50

.67
.80

discharge volumes above one SD
Sum of consecutive discharge volumes above two SD

Magnitude:
Duration: Percent of consecutive

-.50

0.10

Percent of years with flows above one SD
Percent of years with flows above two SD

the

mean, one SD, and two SD. Population growth
rates are strongly related to themagnitude of all
high flows and all consecutive high flows at each
threshold.The relationship between growth rates
and themagnitude of all flows above themean

resulted
SD

was

.90
.90_L0_L0_

in a Spearman's
.9 (Figure
4),

r statistic
and

above

of

.8, above

two SD

was

one
.8.

The magnitude of consecutive discharge volumes
revealed the same strongpositive relationship.The
relationship between population growth rates and
consecutive high flows above themean resulted in
a

Spearman's

1.0, and

above

r statistic
2 SD

was

of

.7, above

one

SD

was

.78.

Population growth rates were also strongly
related to theduration of consecutive high annual
flows in each phase. As thepercentage of consec
utive years with flows above themean and one SD

increased, population growth rates increased. The
relationship is strongestbetween growth rates and
=
consecutive high flows above one SD
(rs 1.0,Fig
ure 5). The correlation between growth rates and
theduration of all flows above themean is .5.There
were no occurrences of consecutive high flows two
SD above themean in theSacaton, Soho, orCivano
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by the percent of flows more than one standard deviation above themean discharge vol
r = .67.
ume. Spearman's

phases, so the relationship between growth rates
and the duration of flows above this threshold
should probably be disregarded.
When theGila Butte phase (A.D. 775-874) is
removed from the analysis and the Santa Cruz
throughCivano phases are solely considered, the

relationship between growth rates and the fre
quency, magnitude, and duration of high flows
remains generally the same.When theGila Butte
and Santa Cruz phases (A.D. 775-974) are removed
and only the Sacaton throughCivano phases are
some

considered,
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Magnitudes
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discharge volume. Spearman's

from theanalysis. These negative relationships are
between population growth ratesand thefrequency
(percent) of high flows above themean and above
one SD. Negative relationships also occur between
growth rates and themagnitude of consecutive dis
14

charge volumes above themean and the duration
of consecutive flows above themean. These nega
tive relationshipsmay indicate some change in the
relationship between growth rates and high dis
charge volumes during theSacaton throughCivano
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phases. The possibility that the relationship
between high flows and growth rates changed dur
ing thesephases should be viewed cautiously, how
ever,

as

only

Years. The frequency (percent) of low-flow dis
charge years in each phase does not appear to be
related topopulation growth rates,based on the low

are considered.

three cases/phases

1.4

r coefficients

Spearman's

and
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growth rates and the frequency of flows one-half
SD below themean (Figure 6).
Population growth rates are stronglyrelated to
consecutive dischargemagnitudes one-half and one
SD below themean. In otherwords, as the sum of
consecutive discharge magnitudes below one-half
1.4

variability
r = .9.

within

temporal/cultural

phases.

and one SD increased, population growth rates
increased.The Spearman's r statisticis a strong 1.0

forconsecutivemagnitudes one-half (Figure 7) and
one SD below themean.10 There is no relationship
between growth rates and the sum of nonconsecu
tive low-flow discharge magnitudes. Isolated low
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Figure

flow years probably had little effect on demo
graphic behavior because any negative effects of
lower agricultural productivity could have been
mitigated by storage, trade, and gathered/hunted
foods.When low-flow years become consecutive;
that is, when drought conditions prevailed over
multiple

years,

buffering

strategies

become

strained

and demographic behavioral changes begin to take

place.

Population growth rates were also strongly
related to theduration of consecutive low flows.As
thenumber of consecutive years with flows below
one-half (Figure 8) and one SD increased, popula
tion growth

rates

increased.

The

Spearman's

r sta

tisticsare a strong 1.0 for the relationship between
growth rates and theduration of flows below one
half and one SD.
When theGila Butte phase (A.D. 775-874) is
removed from the analysis and the Santa Cruz
throughCivano phases are solely considered, the
relationship between growth rates and low flow
frequencies,

magnitudes,

considered,

a few

and

consecutive

magni

When theGila Butte
tudes somewhat strengthens.
and Santa Cruz phases (A.D. 775-974) are removed
and only the Sacaton throughCivano phases are
negative

relationships

emerge

from theanalysis. These negative relationships are

between population growth rates and thefrequency
of low flows below one SD and between growth
rates and magnitudes one-half and one SD below
the mean.

These

negative

are

relationships

proba

bly anomalous asmost of therelationshipsbetween

growth rates and low flows remain consistently
positive through time.
Population Growth Rates and StreamflowVari
ability.Population growth rates are stronglyrelated
to increasing streamflowvariability asmeasured by
the coefficient of variation of each phase. The
correlation

Spearman

coefficient

is .9 and

the scat

terplot(Figure 9) shows a stronglinearrelationship.
This strongpositive relationship is consistent but
decreases slightlywhen theGila Butte and Santa
Cruz

phases

are removed

from

the analysis.

Population Growth Rates and Channel Change
Indices. These indices exclusively characterize the
geomorphically significant years most likely to

have negatively impacted irrigation agriculture
based on theGraybill et al. (2006) and Nials et al.
(1989) model. I, therefore,expected thatas thefre
quency and magnitude of geomorphically signifi
cant discharge events decreased and streamflow
and

channel-change

induced

damage

to canal

sys

tems declined, population growth rates would
increase.

However,

the opposite

occurred.

Results
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indicate that as the frequency and magnitude of
these geomorphically significantdischarge years
The
population
growth rates increased.
r correlation
coefficient
is .9 for the

increased,
Spearman's

relationship between growth rates and the fre
quency of geomorphically significant discharge
years and themagnitude of these discharge years

(Figures 10 and 11). These relationships remain
strongwhen theGila Butte and Santa Cruz phases
are removed from thecalculation of thecorrelation

coefficient.
Discussion
The

research

presented

has

com

systematically

pared theavailable demographic data inCanal Sys
tem 2 with thefrequency,magnitude, and duration
of high and low annual streamflowdischarges and
variability over 675 years. Results indicate that

population growth rates generally increased as the
frequency,magnitude, and duration of high annual
flows (inferred flooding), low annual flows
(inferred drought), and discharge variability
increased. Periods characterized by infrequent
high- and low-magnitude discharges and low vari
ability (often called climatically stable periods)
have lower growth rates thanperiods characterized
by more

extreme

streamflow

events

and patterns.

I propose two plausible interpretationsof the
results documented in this research. First, floods,
droughts, and variability resulted in favorable con
ditions for irrigationagriculture rather thanunfa

vorable

conditions.

Second,

population

growth

rates in the lower Salt River valley are the resultof
substantial in and out-migration and are strongly
related to agricultural conditions forcanal farmers
along the lower Salt River and fornoncanal farm
ers livingbeyond the Salt River. These interpreta
tions do not exhaust thepossible explanations for
the results

of

this study. They

are,

however,

rea

sonable firststeps in enhancing our understanding
of the relationship between streamflowdischarge

volumes, conditions for irrigationagriculture, and
population change in the lower Salt River valley.
Discussion of each plausible interpretation
follows.
The first interpretationproposes that floods,
droughts, and variability resulted in favorable con
ditions for irrigationagriculture. The notion that
floods

and

variability

created

unfavorable

condi

tions for irrigationagriculture is reasonably intu

itiveand has been well developed byGraybill et al.
(2006) and Nials et al. (1989). Furthermore, the
assumption thatclimatic extremes and variability
resulted in subsistence stress and stable climatic
conditions

were

salubrious

for human

populations

iswell entrenched in Southwestern prehistory and

beyond (see Cashdan 1990; Halstead and O'Shea
1989). Irrigation agriculture may represent a
notable exception to this axiomatic relationship
between variable climatic conditions and subsis
tence stress inagriculturally
marginal environments

for the reasons discussed below.
Favorable conditions for irrigationagriculture
and agriculturalproductivitywould explainwhy in
migration increased as floods, droughts, and vari
ability increased. In the few years during or after
flooding, drought, and high variability, it seems
reasonable to assume thatagricultural productiv
ity declined and subsistence stresses increased.
However, theeffectsof these extreme events could

have increased agricultural productivity relatively
quickly and provided ecological and social bene
fits that enhanced the long-term sustainability of
irrigation agriculture within the canal system.
According to Henderson and Clark (2004:182),
"the geological floodplain of the Salt River repre
sents thepremier tractof arable land in the valley
precisely due to its susceptibility to flooding."

Flooding recharges soil nutrientsand flushes away
accumulated salts common on heavily irrigated
lands (Ackerly et al. 1987; Cable and Doyel 1985;
Forbes 1902) so thatyears or seasons immediately
following over-bank flooding could have been par
in floodplains. Canal
ticularly productive
from
flood damaged canals
relocation?resulting
or fields?may have prevented soil degradation and
substantialproductivitylosses by forcing thedevel
opment of new field locations.Droughts force fal
low field time,delaying depletion of soil resources
or waterlogging. Cooperative labor necessary for

canal repair (Russell 1975) may have enhanced
social and economic ties, promoted food sharing,
and mitigated conflictby binding people together
out of necessity. Ecologically, both floods and

droughts are part of the natural flow regime of a
riverandmaintain channel and floodplain dynam
ics thatare essential to aquatic and riparian species

(Poffet al. 1997). Riparian plant and animal species
undoubtedly provided a wide variety of resources
for theHohokam. Assuming thebenefits described
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above, high streamflowvariability (frequentfloods
and drought)may have provided a robustmix of
beneficial agricultural, social, and ecological con

ditions.
In theprocess of reconsidering the relationship
between floods, droughts, and variability on con
ditions for irrigation agriculture, the changing
nature of these relationships over timemust also
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for canal farmers along the lower Salt River and
fornoncanal farmers livingbeyond theSalt River.
As discussed above, the population growth rates

and theirfluctuationsdocumented in this studysug
gest substantial immigration and emigration. A
motivator of thismovement may have been regional
precipitation patterns affectingagricultural condi
tionsfornoncanal farmersinaddition to the stream

be considered. Specifically, the effects of floods,
drought,and variability on irrigationagriculture in
both aggrading and degrading stream channel
regimes should be considered. A period of channel
cutting and widening may have changed the rela
tionshipbetween streamflowdischarge events and
irrigationagriculture.A period of channel cutting

flow conditions along the lower Salt River valley.
Tree-rings provide the basis for the streamflow
retrodictionsand also reflectregional precipitation
conditions.That is,high streamflowdischarge years
are also years inwhich precipitation conditions in
thewatershed (and likely the region) are higher

dence (Onken et al. 2004). Over-bank flooding dur
ing an aggrading streamflow regime could have

tionship between precipitation patterns, agricul
turalconditions, and thedemographic behavior of
noncanal farmers isbeyond the scope of this study.
However, a few speculations will provide a general
picture of the possible relationship between agri
cultural conditions fornoncanal farmersand pop
ulation growth rates inCanal System 2.

overall.

As

a result,

streamflow

patterns

docu

and widening has been documented along the mented in this analysis also generally reflectpat
ternsin regional precipitation. Farmers, away from
nearby Gila River sometime between A.D. 1020
and 1160 (Waters and Ravesloot 2000, 2001) and
themajor canal systems, practiced riverine and
a similar alluvial historyalong theSalt River is also
non-riverine agricultural strategies from both
water sources. The rela
perennial and intermittent
suggested by the available soil-stratigraphic evi

provided theecological goods and services I spec
ulate on above. Flooding, drought, and variability
during a degrading stream channel regime was
likelydeleterious. I base thisconclusion on historic

accounts of farmingalong theSalt River during the
degrading regime of the late nineteenth and early
twentiethcenturies (Waters and Ravesloot 2001;
Zarbin 1980). During a regime inwhich the stream
channel isdegrading, over-bank floodingmay have
been less frequent due to the wider and more
entrenched stream channel (Waters and Ravesloot
2001). Less over-bank flooding would not have
allowed any of the positive benefits of flooding
described above to have accrued and it is possible
thatagricultural, ecological, and social conditions
began to degrade as a result.

Sorting out the complexities of the possible
changing relationshipbetween streamflowpatterns
and conditions for irrigationagriculture inaggrad
ing and degrading streamflow regimes is beyond
what has been attempted in this study but is nec

essary foradvancing our understanding of therela
tionship between streamflow and population
change in the lower Salt River valley.
The second interpretationproposes thatpopu
lation growth rates in the lower Salt River valley
were the result of substantial in and out-migration
andwere stronglyrelated toagricultural conditions

Agricultural conditions for noncanal farmers
were likelydirectly related to precipitation condi
tions. When

rainfall was

sufficient,

noncanal

farm

probably able to subsist on some
combination of rain fed agriculture,gathered, and
water sources and rivers
hunted foods. Intermittent
ers were

also

allowed

small-scale

water

control

strategies

When drought conditions pre
including irrigation.
water sources prob
vailed regionally, intermittent
rivers experienced
small-scale
failed
and
ably

drastic reductions in flow. During these stressful
periods, perennial water sources such as the Salt
River would have been amajor attraction.Although
conditions for canal farmers along the lower Salt
River would also have been compromised during
droughts, conditions may not have been as unfa
vorable as those fornoncanal farmers away from
the perennial rivers. Thus, in-migration into the
lower Salt River valley and Canal System 2 seems
a reasonable

coping

strategy

as the frequency,

mag

nitude, and duration of low-magnitude streamflow
discharges (drought) increased.During theseperi
ods, precipitation conditions throughouttheregion

REPORTS
were

tended

low.

also

As the frequency,magnitude, and duration of
high-magnitude annual streamflow discharges
increased,why would in-migration toCanal Sys

tem 2 also increase? The precipitation conditions
thatcaused thehigh-flow events should also reflect
high and favorableprecipitationconditions fornon
canal farmersaway from the lower Salt River val
ley. In-migration into Canal System 2 seems
especially unlikely ifthefloods disrupted canal irri
gation. Noncanal farmers should have had few
incentives tomigrate into thecanal systemsduring

theseperiods. One explanation is thathigh-flowdis
charges resulted in the disruption and destruction
of irrigationagriculture and thus created opportu

nities
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for in-migration

for noncanal

farmers.

Canal

repair and rebuildingwould have created signifi
cant labor demands. These labor demands could
have created opportunities fornoncanal farmers to
participate in canal rebuilding and thus secure

toward

long-term

means.

The

stable

stream

flow conditions combined with stable precipitation
conditions regionallymay simply have kept canal
and noncanal farmers inplace with no incentive for
in or out migration.

Population

growth

rates

dur

ing these stable periods were likely driven by
changes in fertilityandmortality in the absence of
significant in or out migration. Alternatively, if
floods, droughts, and high variabilityprovided nec

essary ecological goods and services for irrigation
agriculture, agricultural conditions during stable
periods would have slowly declined. Mechanisms
for this decline include nutrientdepletion caused
by less over-bank flooding, salinization due to less
soil flushing by flooding, and riparian resource

degradation through the absence of ecologically
beneficial flood disturbances.
In addition to themotivations ofmigration and

resettlement presented above, immigration into
Canal System 2 could have been the result of pop
futureirrigationrightsor portionsof futureharvests. ulationmovements within the lower Salt River val
Russell (1975) documented in theearly 1900s that ley.Canal System 2may have been more attractive
work on canals entitled thePima to irrigationrights. or less affected by streamflow events at certain
times based on geologic, topographic, or other
Significant canal work also may have been a col
lective activity that attracted extended and possi
If so, growth
rates along
other canal
advantages.
or
distant
relations
and
as
indebted
have
declined
bly
systemsmay
socially
expected duringperi
ods of frequenthigh, low, and variable discharges
obligated individuals to provide assistance. Dis
ruption of canal irrigationmay have also resulted
in diminished social controls on immigration and
land tenure.Canal rebuilding in locations not sub
ject to previous ownership claims could have cre

ated economic, political, and social opportunities
for noncanal

farmers

when

irrigation

agriculture

was disrupted. Alternatively, ifhigh-flow condi
tions created favorable conditions for irrigation
agriculture,

as

suggested

above,

rising

agricultural

productivity could have sustained increasing pop
ulations

and

in-migration

to some

increasing

level.

The results of this studyalso indicate thatwhen
streamflowdischarge volumes tended toward long
term averages

and variability

was

minimal,

popu

lation growth rates decreased. These relatively
stable conditions are argued to be themost favor

able for irrigationagriculture (Graybill et al. 2006;
Nials et al. 1989). If theywere themost favorable,
it seems

reasonable

to expect

that agricultural

pro

ductivity could have supported increasing popula
tion growth over time. Instead, population growth
rates decreased

as

the frequency,

magnitude,

and

duration of both high and low flows decreased and

while they increased along Canal System 2. Canal
System 2 villages all share a common headgate
location just below a bedrock mass created by the
Papago and Tempe Buttes. This bedrock mass may
have minimized theeffectsof high-magnitude dis
charges

on

stream

channel

change

(Nials

and Gre

gory 1989:57-58). The heads of 10 of 16 canal
systems thatservedClassic period communities in
the lower Salt River valley were placed at and
immediately below bedrock masses so Canal Sys
tem2 was not theonly system to take advantage of
these locations (Gregory and Nials 1985; Gregory
1991:177-178).
In summary,

advancements

in understanding

therelationshipbetween streamflowdischarge vol
ume, agricultural productivity in irrigated areas,
and population change in the lower Salt River val
ley should focus on the following themes: a re

examination of the inference thatfloods, droughts,
and variability created unfavorable conditions for
irrigationagriculture; a consideration of theeffects
of floods, drought,and variabilityon irrigationagri
culture in both aggrading and degrading stream
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channel regimes; and, agricultural conditions for
both

canal

and noncanal

farmers

and

the relation

ship of these conditions tomigration in and out of
the lower Salt River valley.

sentativeness of the sample of houses available for
consideration.Extending thegeographical scope of
the study in the futurewill provide more evidence
forevaluating therelationshipbetween streamflow
and population change and continue to lessen

potentialbiases introducedby variation in theextent
of excavation at each site. If theanalysis were truly

compromised by theresolution of thedata sets and
representativeness of the sample, I would expect
most measures to result in little to no relationship
between streamflow and growth rates or to yield

mixed results. Instead,moderate to strongpositive
relationships exist between most measures of
streamflowand thepopulation growth rates.

The resultsof thisanalysis challenge commonly
held assumptions regarding thenegative effectsof
floods, droughts, and high variability on irrigation
agriculture and settlement in the lower Salt River
my results, I have speculated
valley. To interpret
on thepositive benefits of frequentfloods, drought,
variability, changes in the effects of these events
the effect

of migration

on

popula

tion change. I conclude that the relationship
between streamflowdischarge variation and pop
ulation change is a complex multivariate problem.
Expanding our understanding of the effects of
annual streamflowvariation on irrigationagricul

turalistsoffers an exciting opportunity to advance
our knowledge of the coupled human and natural
system created by irrigationagriculture.
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the comments and

streamflow in the Salt and Gila River valleys (Graybill et al.
1989; Graybill et al. 2006). Their retrodictions of streamflow

discharge volumes, possible geomorphic and related effects,
and inferred effects on irrigation systems have had a sub

stantial influence on many interpretations of Hohokam pre
history.Without this work, our understanding of Hohokam
prehistory would be diminished. All errors in analysis and
interpretation remain my own.
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of the sequence and definitions of buff
ceramics by Wallace
(2001, 2004) are remedying this
deficiency. When his definitions are used it is possible to seg
regate contexts into two or more temporal subphases within
2. Refinements

ware

the existing phases.
3. The annual discharge

retrodictions were provided by
the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research, University ofArizona.
These data were developed and interpreted in theGraybill et
al. 1989 and Graybill et al. 2006 analyses.
4. A variety of thresholds to define high- and low-flow

years may be computed. The mean is highly sensitive to
extreme high and low flows so itmay not represent the typi
cal amount of water available for canal irrigation. The median
is probably the best indicator of typical discharge volumes
irrigation agriculturalists but is used
adapted to by Hohokam
less frequently in analyses of streamflow regimes. In my
exploratory analysis of the data, I used themedian and upper

and lower quartiles to define high and low flows and repeated
each analysis described in this paper. The results were largely

the same as those using themean and standard deviation units
to define high and low flows.
the mean
above/below
Therefore, I am confident my results and conclusions do not
depend on my choice of high and low flow thresholds.
5. For example, in the Gila Butte phase, the years 873

and 874 are above themean discharge. In the adjacent Santa
Cruz phase, the years 875, 876, 877 are also above themean
discharge. As themajority of years occur in the Santa Cruz
phase, I add the two Gila Butte phase years to the adjacent

and consecutive three years in the Santa Cruz phase for a total
of five years. I do not count 873 and 874 in the Gila Butte
phase. In this example, the five consecutive years above the

mean from 873 to 877 are only one of twelve periods thatmet
the criterion of consecutive years above themean in the Santa

phase. In addition to this instance of truncation, one
low-flow year from the Santa Cruz phase was added to the
Sacaton phase, and one low-flow year from the Sacaton phase

Cruz

was added to the Soho phase. The effects on the resulting cal
culation of duration in each instance and this analysis as a
whole were

therefore trivial.

6. A majority of the project reports are available
Rom in Shears et al. 2002.

on CD

7. Several researchers have developed reasonable use-life
types in several regions.

estimates for different house

In a study of tree-ring dates from 28 well-dated pit houses
and ancestral Puebloan
in the Mogollon
area, Ahlstrom

concluded that construction and repair inter
(1985:631-642)
vals indicate thatpit houses typically survived for less than 20
years and typical pit house use-life is no more than 15 to 20

years. Based on the argument that a historic Pima round
house standing near Snaketown in 1934 was architecturally
similar to older Hohokam buildings, Haury (1976:75) deter
mined from the occupant of the house a use-life of 25 years
for the structure. Layhe (1988), in a reconstruction of the
(a Canal System 2 village), esti
population of Las Colinas
mated an average Hohokam pit house use-life of about 10
in the La Ciudad
(a Canal
(1987)
years and Henderson
At
a
house
use-life.
2
used
25-year pit
village) study
System
theGrewe site near Snaketown (in the nearby Gila River val

ley), using stratigraphic data to identify episodes of house
concluded that 25 years
(2000:149-153)

replacement, Craig
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was a reasonable use-life figure for pit houses. The use-life of
aboveground, freestanding, adobe houses/rooms,
has not been systematically estimated. Abbott and Foster

Hohokam

(2003) assumed that since compound rooms were more sub
stantial and durable than pit houses, that use-life of these
rooms may have been greater. For purposes of their analysis,

they use a use-life assumption of 20 and 40 years for com
pound rooms. In an examination of adobe rooms at Pot Creek
exam
Pueblo in northern New Mexico, Crown (1991:305)
ines the repair interval of the rooms with tree-ring data and
determines a use-life of 19 years. In the absence of evidence

indicating a longer use-life forHohokam aboveground adobe
houses/rooms, I treat these houses as equivalent in use-life to
pit houses. As a result, the number of pit houses does not need
to be adjusted or standardized to be comparable to the num

It is important to note that if the
compound rooms common in theCivano phase have a longer
use-life than pithouses, the likelihood that the relatively

ber of adobe rooms/houses.

higher number of houses in the Civano
actual
increase over the Soho and

phase represents an
is
Sacaton
phases

increased.
I also examined the floor area of each type of house
through time. Pithouses (more accurately, houses in pits) had
an average floor area of about 16 m2 from the Gila Butte
through Civano phase. Pithouse floor area values (m2) by
phase were: Gila Butte 14, Santa Cruz 15, Sacaton 16, Soho
15. Floor area in aboveground
19, Civano
free-standing
houses averaged about 19 m2 in both the Soho and Civano
floor area

of all aboveground
contiguous
during the Civano phase was about 16 m2.
Based on these results, the number of people living in each
type of house was probably reasonably constant through time
phases. The
houses/rooms

so an adjustment to the growth rate computations based on
house type does not seem warranted. A more detailed analy
sis than I have conducted here of changes in floor area by
house type by location through time should be pursued and
the results might yield some important insights into changing

household

demography.
8. The basic method described

(2004:440)
However,

in this section is substan

by Kintigh et al.
towns.
of Zuni
for demographic modeling
I do not use the more sophisticated method they

tially similar

to the method

presented

developed to find the population growth rate by simulating
each year's room construction and abandonment activities,
taking into account the use-life of rooms.

9. Some readers may want to know how the growth rates
at individual locations compare with the aggregated growth
rate data for Canal System 2. As previously noted, based on

my reading of the project reports, only four projects resulted
in excavated
samples that likely represented individual
site/village trajectories at certain time periods. Growth rates

at these locations compared to growth rates in the Canal
System as a whole are as follows. El Caserio follows the sig
nificant growth of the rest of Canal System 2 with a growth
rate of 1.96 percent from theGila Butte to Santa Cruz period.
La Ciudad also followed the trends within the Canal System

with significant growth in the Santa Cruz phase (1.26 percent)
followed by negative growth rates in the Sacaton phase (-.52

(.23 percent)
percent). Growth rates at La Lomita Pequena
indicate that this location experienced more growth than the
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rest of the Canal System during the Sacaton phase. Pueblo
Grande does not follow the growth trends in the rest of Canal
System 2. Growth rates there increased in the Soho phase (.66
percent) then slowed in theCivano phase (.33 percent). Rapid

population growth at Pueblo Grande at the start of theClassic
period (Soho phase) has also been documented by Abbott and

Foster (2003). I see no reason to expect growth rates within
Canal System 2 as a whole to be reflected in the demographic

trajectory of all individual sites. Significant differences in
size, access and proximity to water and other resources, and
individual site histories all must have been a factor in the
demographic trajectory of individual locations.
10. For consistency with the other streamflow measures,

I

converted the low-flow discharge magnitude results to posi
tive numbers prior to computing the correlation coefficients.
the values negative is confusing because negative
Leaving
values such as -.31 are greater (closer to zero and closer to the
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mean annual streamflow discharge value) than larger negative
values such as -.34. Without converting the low-flow dis

charge magnitude results to positive numbers, negative corre
lation coefficients result because as growth rates increase,
low-flow discharge magnitudes decrease (are further from

themagnitude values, as Z scores, represent
zero). Because
departures below themean, the greater the number the greater
the departure. With thismeasure, the greater themagnitude

value (distance from zero) the lower the streamflow discharge
amount. Converting the low flow discharge magnitude results
to positive numbers more clearly represents the relationship
between increasing population growth rates and increasingly
low streamflow magnitudes.
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